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Richard Duncan
An exhibition co-sponsored by the Art Museum at Florida International
University, Miami, Florida and The Ritter Art Gallery at Florida Atlantic
University, Boca Raton, Florida.
June 14-July 19, 1985-Florida International University
Sept. 17-Oct. 31, 1985-Florida Atlantic University
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Artist's Statement
Richard H. Duncan
(About statements: More or less as necessary as
art which is or isn't.)
The intaglio print for me is more frequently a
vehicle of the incised image: a bit drunk with black,
balancing upon so many lines, physically awkward
like friendly wrestling.
The lithographic surface I hold in semi­
reverence and awe, like a stone-age cave dweller,
drawn to the "other", touching it with mutables like
crayon, scrapers, and escaping breath.
The renderings on both stone and paper are the
most lunatic: pilgrimages begun like a ball of
snow, urged up a mountain's steepening height,
resting hugely ludicrous upon a crag.
Drawing is for me frequently an opening, a high
held in delicate balance by the moment of the sub­
ject, the hand, the eye, the surfaces and the dura­
tion of each mark. It possesses the most of
discovery and the least of imposition. It's the
letting ...
I would like to acknowledge my gratitude to the
Art Museum and staff of Florida International
University, and in particular Dahlia Morgan, the
Director and Bill Humphreys the Gallery Manager
for their faith and enterprise in this endeavor. A
particular thanks to Curly Ulrich for turning a press
reparation into a rnodltled special.
I would also want to thank the staff at the Ritter
Gallery, at Florida Atlantic University, and in par­
ticular Dr. David Courtney, the Director. This ex­
hibition was made possible by the South Florida
Cultural Consortium and I would like to thank
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Richard Duncan, by Pablo Edelstein, 1982, 6x6", Etching
Introduction
More than four years have gone by since I met
Richard Duncan for the first time. I was immediate­
ly fascinated by his spontaneous manner and his
natural approach towards his fellow man; making it
easy for me in successive encounters to get to
know him as a full-hearted person, and as an im­
aginative artist. Thus by understanding the man, I
learned to look at his works appreciatively. It turn­
ed out that his drawings and engravings made me
discover several unsuspected Richard Duncans.
If BEING means unshaken fortitude, then
DEVELOPMENT stands for the forces that produce
change. With Duncan the definition could read the
other way around: He is an everchanging being and
his search for striking disclosures is his constant
essence. I should not like to appear as if playing
with words in my endeavor to enhance Duncan's
capacity for making you enter his mysterious
world, because his very nature drives him from one
state of marvel to another whilst his keen imagina­
tion is constantly spurred by renewed stimulations.
As we look at the works that have come to life
by Duncan's sensitive and agile hands, we become
fully aware of his skill and amorous delight with
which he handles his tools, whether it be the cop­
perplate, the lithographer's stone, the acids, the
paper, the ink or the pressure of the pencil, or the
rollers of his printing press. We can appreciate the
variety of his multiple endeavors, striving, on the
one hand after structural perfection to enhance the
formal qualities of his compositions, and on the
other, engaged with humanistic subject matter that
makes specific references to time and place.
Richard Duncan is a free man, allowed to take
any liberty he may fancy because his advancing
stride is exempt from aggressiveness. He is follow­
ing the same path which humanity and art have
shared through the ages but step by step he is fin­
ding his own very personal way. He is not influenc­
ed by a specific period or style but is convinced
that everything can be useful and inspiring.
Although Richard Duncan is very generous and in­
dulgent towards others he is his own severest
critic. His work will, no doubt, speak for itself bet­
ter than anything else I could say and the onlooker
is sure to be engaged in dialogue with it.
Pablo Edelstein
Pablo Edelstein is the chairman of the Department
of Sculpture at the National School of Fine Arts in
Buenos Aires, Argentina. He has served as advisor
to the Argentine Secretary of Culture and is an ar­
tist of international reputation, chosen "Outstan­
ding Artist of the Year, 1982" in Argentina.
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Glossary
Edition
Any set number of impressions printed from the
same plate; usually numbered.
Engraving
A method of manually incising a metal plate with a
sharp tool to create a surface for intaglio printing.
The depth of an engraved line depends on the
angle and pressure with which the tool is moved
across the plate. This, in turn, yields printed lines
of varying width and darkness.
Etching
A method of chemically incising a metal plate with
acid to create a surface for intaglio printing. The
plate is first coated with an acid-resistant ground
and lines are then drawn through the ground, ex­
posing the plate. When the plate is placed in an
acid bath, the acid eats or "bites" away exposed
areas to create the image.
Intaglio
Derived from the Italian intagliare ("to engrave" or
"to carve"). A generic term for printing processes
in which the printing areas are recessed, including
engraving and etching. When intaglio plate is inked
and wiped, the recessed lines hold ink. The
pressure of the printing press forces the inked
lines onto the paper. The lines are raised off the
paper's surface.
Drypoint
Method of literally scratching into a plate's surface.
Ink attaches to the rough edges of the raised fur­
row producing rough but velvety blacks.
Lithography
A planographic, or "surface" process which in­
volves no cutting into or away from the surface of
the plate. Lithography depends on the antipathy of
grease and water. The image is drawn with a
greasy substance, such as litho crayon, onto a slab
of limestone or an aluminum plate. Before printing,
the surface is sponged with water, then rolled with
a greasy ink. Wet areas retain it and yield the
printed image.
Relief
A term used to describe printing techniques in
which the raised surfaces of a block or plate are
rolled with ink and printed.
Collage
Method in which one or more surfaces are glued to
an original. From the french "coller" meaning to
glue or stick on.
 
 
